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On Page B1 (Oct 8), the photo
caption read “CNA’s Frederick Lim
named Best Financial Journalist of
the Year”.
It was inaccurate. Mr Lim
received a Special Award for Best
Financial Journalist of the Year by
the Securities Investors Association
of Singapore.
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Donor fatigue

Giving is getting harder
Letter from Kwan Jin Yao
“Feeling the pinch” (Oct 5) reveals the challenging times and
circumstances that local charities and non-profit organisations face.
Fund-raising confidence is
at an all-time low — people no
longer give because they are
tired of solicitation.
Furthermore, with the accessibility of the Internet and
the proliferation of globalisation, it is increasingly difficult
for different causes and groups
to compete for the limited bandwidth of individuals.
From illness research to environmental awareness to philanthropy groups, many have
reached a threshold in terms of
fixed capacity and ability.
I have gotten tired of being

asked to donate because I rarely
know where my donation goes.
More significantly, I simply
cannot respond to the assortment of demands that are increasing almost exponentially.
There is a multitude of
methods through which the
traditional fund-raising methodologies and mechanisms can
be improved and diversified.
Many overseas charities
— and some local ones — have
ventured into revenue-generating enterprises to fund activities
and initiatives.
The notion of a social enterprise within charities allows the
latter to make use of profits more
effectively and efficiently.
Though initial conceptualisation and planning might
be challenging, a charity which
manages to balance profit

orientation and the key social
objectives would find its income more sustainable; and in
some ways, involve its beneficiaries too.
Alternatively, charities with
parallel or similar aims can find
ways of collaboration; or continue
to involve student groups in the
search for more projects to boost
fund-raising awareness.
From my knowledge, organisations such as the Student Advisory Centre (SAC) have been
active in doing so.
Ultimately, the key is for
voluntary welfare organisations
and non-profit organisations to
adapt and adopt new methods.
Maintaining the status quo
and continued reliance on the
authorities — except for key organisations — is not the way
to go.
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CCS is not
responsible
for SingTel
Letter from Chin Yen Yen
Deputy Director, Corporate
Communications
Competition Commission of
Singapore
We refer to “The ball is now
in our court” (Oct 5).
There has been much
public interest on SingTel’s
winning of the rights to telecast the Barclays Premier
League. We need to clarify
that, under the law, competition issues in the media
sector do not come under
the jurisdiction of the Competition Commission of Singapore (CCS) and hence CCS
cannot make any ruling on
this matter.
We understand that the
relevant regulator, Media
Development Authority, is
reviewing this issue.

